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Let us consider eight functions^), q, <j>x, <f>2, ijrx, yjr2, %x, ^2 of the real vari-

able x, which throughout the interval

(I) a^x^b

are real and continuous, and of which the last six have finite first derivatives

at every point of this interval. Let y be a solution, which we assume to be not

identically zero, of the differential equation

(1) y" 4- py 4 qy = 0.

The functions whose roots we wish to consider in this paper are the following:

® = <t>2y' - 4>iy>  v = t2y' —tiV,  x = X2v'-XiV-

It should be noticed that, as a consequence of the assumptions made above,

these functions are continuous and have finite first derivatives at every point of

the interval (/).

The roots of functions of this form were considered by Sturm| by a method

which, however, yields results distinctly less general than those we shall obtain.

The relation of our methods and results to those of Sturm will be indicated

at the proper places.

The third section of the present paper may appear at first sight to be of slight

importance, the generalizations of the results of the first two sections which are

contained in it being in themselves not very far-reaching. The method used in

establishing these generalizations is, however, I believe, a valuable one apart

from the special application here made of it. I have indicated one application

to other questions in the footnote on p. 435.

•Presented to the Society August 19, 1901.    Received for publication August 10, 1901.

tLiouville's Journal, vol. 1 (1836), pp. 149-164.
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§1.     Tioo functions.

We shall consider in the present section only the two functions <ï>, M?.   These

functions satisfy a differential equation which may be obtained as follows :

We start from the identity:

*(^y' - fay) - ^Af - <PiV) = °-
From this we obtain by differentiation the equation :

(«&>,- ¥'0s + <i>fa2 - Vcp2 - ^ + ^, - p^fa +p^4>2)y'

— (®'fx — V<f>1 4- *t/t¡ — ̂ <¿¡ + g*-f2— q^4>2)y = 0.

Since y and y' cannot both vanish at any point of (/) we can eliminate them

between the last two equations.    This gives :

(2) (^ - ^r,) (*'¥-*¥') +M, *,}*»-{*,, 4>2, <px, fa}W

where for the sake of abbreviation we have set

{fa ' "W = "f!^ - fafa¿ + fl +pfafa + t¥\ '
{fa->  4>2'  4>1'  fa}  =^[<p2-'^& + $l^2-$i'f2 + 2$ifl+Ptyl<P2 + <Plf2)

+ 2#2t2'

A ' 4>2} = <PA - 4»Ai + *ï + PÍA + ?# •

Equation (2) is the differential equation we were seeking. It may be termed

a homogeneous Riccati's equation for the pair of functions «3?, M'.*

If the two functions <ï> and "SP were to vanish at the same point we should

have at this point

fay' - 4>iy = °,
fay' — fay = Q,

and, since y and y' cannot both vanish at this point, as otherwise y would be

identically zero, we must have at this point

fafa - fafa = ° •
*By a Riecati's equation is ordinarily understood an equation of the form :

ùi' = A4-Bo>4- Cu'2.

If for « we write ujuj this equation takes the homogeneous form :

u m — u u' = Au2 4- B<-> u -I- (7u2.
12 12 2T 1   !T I1

and this is the form of equation (2).    Conversely if we divide (2) by *2 and "i2 respectively we

obtain at once the ordinary Riccati's equation for If/* and */*.

It should be noticed that the function {0,, <*2} (or {'/'j, VJ) when equated to zero gives the

homogeneous form of the Riccati's equation which is satified by y'¡y.
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By assuming, as we shall now do, that <px^r2 — ^-z^i d°es not vanish at any point

of (/) we make it impossible for <I> and "*& to vanish together.

In this section and the next we shall not use equation (2) itself, but only the

following formulae which follow from it at once :

At a point where <ï> = 0 :

(3) »--.il?" y,.*-
At a point where "9 = 0 :

(4) y-Jft't'*, *•
«rVr^ - <Mri

Since <& and M* cannot vanish together we see from (3) that, if [cpx, <f>2} does

not vanish in (/), <E> and <E>' cannot vanish together, and therefore <I> cannot

vanish an infinite number of times in (/). Whatever the functions cpx and </>2 may

be, provided merely they do not both vanish at any point of (/), the functions

yfrx and ijr2 can be so chosen (e. g., yfrx = — (f>2,y¡r2= cf>x) that 4>iy¡r2 — <£2Vri ̂ oes

not vanish in (/). Moreover if <f>x and c/>2 vanished at the same point, {<f>x, cf>2}

would also vanish there. We have therefore the theorem which it will be noticed

relates to the function í> alone :

I. If {(¡>x, <\>2} does not vanish in (I), then <I> cannot vanish more than a fi-

nite number of times there and <!> and <&' do not both vanish at any point of (I).*

Since at two successive roots of <1> the derivative <&' has opposite signs, and

since by (3) this can happen only when vP"has opposite signs at these two points,

we have the theorem :

II. If neither of the two functions

«rVfo- "rYrV       {<t>H <t>2]

vanishes in (I), then in any portion of (I) in which Sr* does not vanish <E> cannot

vanish more than once.\

*Sturm (1. c, p. 150) proves this theorem for the special case é2 = e-' P by using the special

case of formula (2) obtained by letting y>2 = 0, Vi = — 1 • This special case, written to be sure

in a slightly modified form, is his equation (11). Sturm also restricts himself to the case

{0i. W > ° (see his inequality (14)) and can thus add to our theorem the statement that *' and

y = * have opposite signs when * = 0. He does not point out the connection between this for-

mula and the Riccati's equations which he uses on p. 159.

|This theorem is proved by Stürm (1. c, p. 160) by a wholly different method, but only in

the very special case

f2 = 0, V,= — 1, % = e^vix, <7>0, #2=0.

This is the more remarkable as his formula (11) would have yielded him the result in the much

more general case in which his last two conditions are replaced by the single condition {^,,

<j>t} > 0. This would have brought his later results (pp. 158-164) into harmony with those which

immediately precede them.
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A similar result of course holds for the roots of the function ¥, and by com-

bining these facts we get the theorem :

III. If none of the functions

fafa - fafa '     A ' fa] >     {fa ' fa}
vanish in (I) then between two roots of <!> lies one and only one root of ^,

and between txoo roots of M* lies one and only one root of <ï> .*

That is, the roots of <E> and SP separate each other.

Let us now consider two points at one of which <E> at the other M*1 vanishes

while neither function vanishes between them. These points are two successive

roots of the product í>1ír, and therefore the derivative <¡>'"fy -f <f>W has oppo-

site signs at them. From this it follows, as a glance at (3) and (4) shows, that

if none of the functions

fafa-fafa'   {fa, fa},   {faifa}
vanish in (/) then {<f>x, <p2} and [i^, i^2} must have the same sign. If, then,

these two functions have opposite signs, our assumption that there exist two

points, at one of which <I> at the other M?" vanishes, must be false, and, therefore,

by theorem III, neither of these functions can vanish twice.    Hence the theorem :

IV. If none of the functions:

fafa-fafa,     {faifa}'     {fa, fa}
vanish in (I), and if the last two of them have opposite signs, then neither <I>

nor W vanishes more than once in (I), and if one of these functions vanishes

the other does not.

A special case of this theorem deserves mention, namely that in which ^ = y.

In order that <j>xfa — </>2A/ri shall not vanish, it is necessary and sufficient that <j>2

do not vanish in (/).    If then we let <j> = <f>Jfa we have the theorem :

V. If §is continuous, has a finite derivative at every point of (I), and satis-

fies the inequality :

{</>, 1} =4>' +(p24-p<p4-q<Q,

then neither y nor y' — <j>y vanishes more than once in (I), and if one of these

functions vanishes the other does not.\

*This theorem is also proved by Sturm (1. c, pp. 161, 163) first in a case analogous to the

one mentioned in  the last footnote,  then in the more general,  but still  very special,  case

k = fcs: «•'***, <7>0, 01^0, «20.

It should be noticed that the condition <¡>x<¡>1 —f2Vi + 0 now means that <¡>¡ is either everywhere

greater or everywhere less than i¡>x.

t The part of thiä theorem which says that y cannot vanish more than once was proved by the

writer by another method in the Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society,

May, 1901, p. 335, footnote.    Cf. also a less far reaching theorem of Picaed there quoted.
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Thus- for instance if q < 0, y and y' cannot both vanish in (/) nor can either

of them vanish more than once.

§ 2.     Three functions.

We will now establish the following theorem concerning the three functions

<Ï>,^,X.

VI. If none of the six functions :

4>rt2 - <t>2fi,    fiX2 - f 2Xi >    XA - X201.    {A * <¿2},    {^x,^2\,    ÍXi ' Xi\

vanish in (I), if the last three of them have the same sign, and if the product

of all six is negative, then between any root of <I> and a larger root of X lies a

root of ^, between any root of "V and a larger root of <E> lies a root of X,

and between any root of X and a larger root of M* lies a root of <&.*

Let us write :

i = sgn {cpx, 4>2] = sgn {^x, ^2] = sgn {Xx, %2}. t

Then the assumption that the product of the six functions is negative is ex-

pressed by the equation :

i ■ sgn (4>x^2 - <f>2yjrx) • sgn (^ - ^Xx) ■ sgn (Xx<f>2 - X2<f>x) = - 1.

Let xx and x2 be two points of (/) such that

<&(xx) = 0,    X(«2) = 0,    xx<x2.

If <ï> vanished between xx and x2, say at x , "^ would vanish, by theorem II,

between xx and x . If <í> does not vanish between xx and x2 we may proceed as

follows :

Since sgn <ï> (xx |e) = sgn ^'(^i) we see ^J formula (3) that

(5) sgn 4> (xx + e) — — í • sgn (d>xf 2 - cp^x) ■ sgn V (xx).

Furthermore if in the identical relation

(6) (<p^2 - 4>.&x) x 4 (xA - xA) * + (ta - ta) * = o

we let x = x2 so that the first term drops out, and then note the signs of the two

remaining terms, we get :

(7)        sgn ^ (x2) = - sgn tyj¿t - ^2%1) • sgn (Xx<p2 - X2<f>x) • sgn *(x2).

* A special case of this theorem and the next, analogous to the ones mentioned in previous foot-

notes, is proved by Sturm (1. c, p. 165).

f We understand with Kronecker by sgn ß the value + 1 or — 1 according as Q is positive

or negative.
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Combining equations (5) and (7), and remembering that

sgn <ï> (x2) = sgn <ï> (as, + e),

we get :

sgn ^ (x2)

= i ■ sgn (<f>xf2 - <p2yjrx) • sgn (ffa - yfr£,) ■ sgn (xA - Xifa) ' sgn V(xi)-

This equation shows that ^(x^ and M? (xx) have opposite signs. Therefore ^

vanishes between xx and x2—as was to be proved.

We have thus proved the first statement of our theorem and the proof of the

other two statements follows at once from considerations of symmetry.

The case in which the product of the six functions considered in the last

theorem is positive can be reduced to the case just considered by interchanging

two of the three letters $, i/r, ■% • If» further, we remember that under the con-

ditions of the last theorem the roots of any two of the functions <I>, M', X

separate each other (cf. theorem III) we obtain the following theorem :

VII. If none of the six functions

fafa-fafa,    faX2-faXi,    Xifa-%2fa,     {fa, fa),     {fa, fa},     {Xi,Xi\

vanish in (I), and if the last three of them have the same sign, then the roots

of the functions <I>, M*, X follow each other cyclically in the order named or

in the reverse order X, 'S?, <I> according as the product of the six functions

above written is negative or positive.

As an application of this theorem let us consider the three functions :

<S> = y,    V=y',    X=py' + qy = — y".

We must here assume that the coefficients p, q of the differential equation have

finite first derivatives at every point of (/).    We have in this case:

fafa-faylri = -1,    ^1X2-^2X1 = ».    Xifa-X2fa=P,    {fa,fa}=1,

{fa, fa} =q,   {Xi,x2} =?/-?> +?2 = ?2[^(!)+ 1]-

VIII. If throughout the interval (I) :

and p does not vanish in this interval, then the roots of y, y', y" follow each

other in the cyclic order named if p > 0, ¿71 the reverse order if p < 0.

As an application of this theorem let us consider the positive roots of the

three Bessel's functions Jn(x), Jn+X(x), tl„+2(x) where n has any real value.

Let us introduce the new independent variable | = x2/4 and let
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Then we hâve:*

a;(D--í?w+1(I).

The relative position of the positive roots of Jn, Jn+X, J~n+2 is then evidently

the same as that of the positive roots of R , R', R". Now R satisfies the

differential equation :

„»+1,1
y A-—jr-y A- çy = 0-

By applying theorem VIII to this equation we get at once the theorem :

IX. The positive roots of Jn, Jn+X, Jn+2 follow each other cyclically in the

order named if n > — 1, in the reverse order if n <_ — 1 .f

§ 3. An extension of the previous results.

We shall begin by considering the non-homogeneous linear equation of the

first order:

(8) y'+py = r,

where p and r are throughout the interval (/) real and continuous functions of x.

It is well known that there exists one and only one solution of this equation

which vanishes at an arbitrary point c of (/) and that this solution is given by

the formula:

- fpdx   fz      fpdT
y = e */c       I   rejc     dx.

This formula shows us that if throughout (/) r = 0 the following relations

are satisfied :

2/ÈÈ0 (c<x=§o),

y = 0        (c > x = a).

*Cf. Gray and Mathkws : Treatise on Bessel Functions, p. 46.

fThis theorem was established by the writer in the Bulletin of the American Mathe-

matical Society, March, 1897, p. 207, although owing to an oversight the reversal of the

order of the roots when n < — 1 is not mentioned there. The part of this theorem which states

that the roots of Jn and Jn+i separate each other is of earlier date, it having been stated without

proof by Gray and Mathews (1. c.) as being probably correct, and actually proved by Van

Vleck (American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 19 (1897), p. 75). Among a consider-

able number of other proofs which.have since been given of this part of the theorem I should like

to call special attention to an extremely brief and simple one by Porter (American Journal

of Mathematics, vol. 20 (1898), p. 199, and Bulletin of the American Mathematical

Soci ety, March, 1898, p. 274) which has recently been reproduced by H. Weber in his edition

of Riemann's Differentialgleichungen der mathematischen Physik, vol. 1 (1900), p. 166.
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If on the other hand r = 0 these last two inequalities must be reversed. More-

over it is clear that in each of these cases y will vanish at a point x when and

only when r vanishes at all points between c and x.

X. If r does not change sign in (I) a solution of (8) vanishes either at no

point of (I), at one and only one point, or at all the points of a connected por-

tion of (I) throughout which r = 0, but at no other point of (I). In the last

two cases :

ifr=0 yi» = 0,    y(6) = 0,

ifr = 0 y(a)=0,    y(6)S0.*

Let us now consider the very much more general differential equation :

(9) y' 4-p(x,y)y = r(x,y),

where p and r are continuous real functions of the two independent variables

(x, y) so long as x remains in (/), y having any value, f Let us suppose that

yx is a solution of (9) which is continuous throughout (/). Then yx is also a

solution of the linear equation :

y +P(x,yx)y = r(x,yx),

where p and r are now continuous functions of x only. Moreover, if r (x, y)

does not change sign the same will be true a fortiori of r (x, yx). Accordingly

in this case all that is said in theorem X about y is true of every solution of

(9) which is continuous throughout (I).

* I should like to indicate in passing how this theorem can be used to prove the theorems con-

tained on pages 415, 416 in my paper in vol. 1 of^these Transactions.

We had there two functions ux and a2 continuous throughout (/) and satisfying respectively

the Riccati's equations :
a>' = Al4- C,«2,

<y = A24- C2o*,

where the functions Ax, A2, Cu C2 are continuous and satisfy throughout (/) the inequalities :

A2 — Ax,    C2 = Cx.

It is clear that the difference u2 — ", satisfies the linear equation :

V■- C2{a>24.Ul)y = (A2- Ax) + (C2- C,K.

Since A2 — Al4r{ C2— Gx)u\^0, theorem X shows that if u2 (a)^>ux(a) thenw2 (x) >", (a;),

while if u2(a) = u1(a) then u2(x) ^Zux{x), and in fact a2(x) ><j, (x) provided we exclude

the special cases for which throughout the neighborhood of a, A2 = Ax and ( C2 — Cx) u\ = 0.

While the proof here given is perhaps a little more artificial than the one I used before, it has

the advantage, besides being slightly shorter, of dispensing with the use of theorems of a not al-

together elementary character about differential equations involving parameters.

f The more general case in which p and r are continuous only when y is restricted to a finite

interval might easily be considered.
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In particular the Riccati's equation

(10) a,' = A 4 Bio 4 Caf,

where A, B, C are continuous real functions of x throughout (/), is of the

form (9) if we let r = A.

XL If the function A does not change sign in (I) and does not vanish at

all points of a continuous portion of (I), than a real solution co of (10) which

is continuous throughout (I) cannot vanish at more than one point of (I), and

if it does vanish it passes with increasing x from negative to positive if

A = 0 , from positive to negative if A = 0.

By applying this theorem to equation (2) we get the following generalization

of theorem II:

XII. If<pxy¡r2 — <p.fjrx does not vanish in (I), and {<px, <p2) does not change

sign and does not vanish at all points of a continuous portion of (I), and if

<p[, <f)'2, -ty-'x, i¡r'2, are continuous throughout (I), then in any portion of (I) in

which N?' does not vanish <E> cannot vanish more than once.

From this we deduce a generalization of theorem I:

XIII. If (px and (p2 do not both vanish at any point of (I) and if {r/>r, <f>2}

does not change sign in (I) and does not vanish at all points of a continuous

portion of (I), and if <f>[, (f>'2 are continuous throughout (I), then <É> cannot van-

ish more than a finite number of times in (I), and when it vanishes it changes sign.

It should be noticed that it is no longer true that 4> and <E>' cannot vanish

together. In a similar manner the other theorems of §§ 1, 2 can be generalized by

replacing the requirement that the functions [<px, <p2) , {y]rx, yjr2), [Xx, Xf¡ do not

vanish, by the requirement that they do not change sign and do not vanish at

all points of a continuous portion of (I), and adding the requirement that cf>'x,

§'i i *¥\ > ̂ 2 ' Xi i X'2 are continuous. The proofs of some of the theorems must,

however, be slightly modified. In particular, formulae (3) and (4) must be re-

placed by the following:

At a point xx where 4> = 0 :

A*
sgn -^- = sgn <b(xxA-e)= - sgn * (xx — e)

= - sgn  {d>x,(f>2}   sgn (aS,i|r2 - cp2fx) ■ sgn V(xx) .

At a point x2 where ^ = 0 :

A¥
sgn -^ = sgn V(x2 4 «) = - sgn V(x2 - e)

= sgn {yfrx, -f 2} • sgn (d>xf2 - <j>2fx) ■ sgn 3> (x2).
Grund im Harz,

July 20, 1901.


